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Abstraci-A dynamic ADC sampling methodology based on 
error-tracking loop is proposed in this paper to improve 
synchronized performance in DSSS baseband transceivers. To 
maintain the synchronized performance the ADC sampling rate 
is controlled by error-tracking loop to let clock offset becomes 
lower. For 1.8MHz clock offset based on 44MHz ADC sampling 
rate the BER of DSSS baseband transceivers can achieve lo5 in 
AWGN channel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the wireless communication system, direct-sequence 
spread spectrum (DSSS) baseband transceivers are applied 
with high performance. The advantages of DSSS 
communications are privacy of data, soft-limited systems, 
anti-jamming and, ability of rejecting fading [l-21, and its 
performance, such as bit-error probability, data rate, and 
power level, is determined by processing gain. Synchronized 
performance in DSSS transceivers is the major issue that 
decreases bit error rate (BER) and improves the accuracy of 
transmitted data. The dynamic analog to digital conversion 
(ADC) sampling methodology is applied to maintain the 
synchronized performance in large clock offset in DSSS 
transceiver [3]. The baseband clocks between the transmitter 
and the receiver are different, namely clock offset, as shown 
in Fig. 1. In order to reduce the clock offset, the ADC 
sampling rate must be controlled by error-tracking loop [4] 
that it controls the synchronization system of DSSS baseband 
transceivers. The ADC sampling rate is controlled by error- 
tracking loop to let clock offset become lower. In the error- 
tracking loop the digital frequency synthesizer (DFS) is 
applied to control ADC sampling rate by the data recovery 
information. In this paper the synchronized performance of a 
2.6-V 44MHz All-Digital QPSK DSSS transceiver [5] and 
HFA3824 DSSS transceiver [6] are compatible. 
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Fig. 1. Clock offset in wireless communication. 

11. SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

For receivers, it is necessary to extract PN information for 
data synchronization, so there is a close loop to handle input 
streams, as shown in Fig. 2. From [l], the period of 
autocorrelation of PN sequence is equal to its length. 

R ,  (z) = R ,  (Z f mNT) (1) 

After sampling process, the cycle of autocorrelation for 
discrete PN sequence is changed to (sampling rate * PN 
length), where a new cycle of autocorrelation is proportion to 
sampling rate. 

Where T is a chip time, K is the sampling rate (T f fJ ,  T, is 
an ideal sampling clock, To is a practical sampling clock, m is 
a constant, A = m W ( T ,  - T ~ )  is the oscillator offset, and N is 
the length of PN sequence. If a local oscillator isn’t 
synchronized to a transmitted oscillator, the offset effect will 
be monitored by cycle of autocorrelation after ADC. Because 
sampling clock is controlled by synchronization loop, both 
PN and local oscillator determine a new period of PN 
autocorrelation after ADC. Oscillator offset in equation (2) 
can be detected by phase-lock loop (PLL) circuit, and fed to 
ADC. When Ais equal to zero, it means that the receiver’s 
oscillator is synchronized to transmitter, and no any oscillator 
offset occurs. 
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Fig. 2. Data synchronization in DSSS baseband processor. 
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111. OFFSET ESTIMATION ARCHITECTURE 
From equation (2), a major object is to make a local 

oscillator synchronize to transmitter’s oscillator. By matched 
filter and power estimation, the peak power of autocorrelation 
of received signals is measured for estimating its cycle. Then 
clock recovery is able to extract this information for central 
controller to calculate new sampling conditions. New 
controlled commands will feed into DFS to adjust its output 
frequency to minimize oscillator offset. Due to finite 
precision issue, a small oscillator offset can’t be immediately 
detected during a few cycles. On the other hand, an effect of 
small oscillator offsets will be detected only when a 
summation of several small offsets over a detection threshold 
(one sample). Hence, if a detectable oscillator offset occurs 
per n estimation cycles at a special data rate R, N-chip PN 
sequence and K-time sampling, the real oscillator offset is 
equal to 

+ - 
NewCtrl r:z:r 

Where a PN-chip time T=l/(NR). For example, if a system 
sets to 1 1-chip PN sequence, 2-time sampling and 2Mbps data 
rate, the ideal cycle of autocorrelation of PN is 22 samples at 
44MHz sampling clock. When a receiver exists an oscillator 
offset, e.g. lOOkHz, the phenomena of cycle mismatch of PN 
autocorrelation will be detected per twenty estimation cycles. 

IV. CIRCUIT DESIGNS 
Different to the traditional approaches, on-chip central 

controller and DFS are added to error-tracking loop and these 
key modules improve the performance of clock-offset 
tolerance. To maintain the performance the circuit design of 
on-chip central controller and DFS is important and will be 
described below. 
A.  DFS 

Most of frequency synthesizers use analog approach 
[7]-[9], and they need to be redesigned when process changes. 
In the proposed chip, an all digital methodology is 
investigated to avoid analog designs. DFS is a kernel in 
offset compensation. By this module, the proposed DSSS 
transceiver has capability to adjust self-timing synchronous to 
transmitter and to improve transmission performance based 
on equation (2). Block diagram of the cell-based DFS is 
shown in Fig. 3. Frequency-search control IP is used to search 
target frequency. Output control IP is used to compensate 
clock offset. It controls output digital-control oscillators 
(DCO) to generate exact ADC sampling clock. Different to 
traditional approaches, two DCOs are included in DFS to 
compensate the clock offset and phase error. And the DCO 
control IP is used to avoid the meta-stability and improve the 
reliability of HDL simulation results of DFS. 

Frequency-search algorithm is shown in equation (4). The 
output frequency,j&,,, , of DFS is 
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number of active inverters, [ z, +Z,. ,,,I is the model of 

delay matrix which it represents the delay of the m-th path in 
total K delay paths, and a certain frequency error, denoted by 
Af . BY proper controlling output frequency synchronous to 
transmitter (combinations of n, m, K, and c>, an oscillator 
offset can be eliminated to reduce information losses. If a 
target frequency is not synchronous to transmitting, it is 
allowed to speed up or to slow down the DFS output 
frequency by on-chip central controller. The ADC sampling 
rate is equal to 1 - 1/2 DFS output frequency, and directly 
generated by DFS. The floor plain of DFS is shown in Fig. 4. 
B. On-Chip Central Controller 

On-chip central controller, completed by finite state 
machine (FSM) with several modes, places an important role 
for coordination in system integration. According to equations 
(2) and (3) in above sections, an oscillator offset can be 
compensated by information from matched filter and clock 
recovery, and then a new frequency command for DFS is 
generated. The control scheme is based on fix-step algorithm, 
which we only adjust DFS output frequency “one scale” to 
prevent unstability and controlled complexity. 

V. SYNCHRONIZED PERFORMANCE 

As a result, the tolerant clock offset vs. BER under 44MHz 
ADC sampling rate is showed in table 1. Within the tolerant 
range of clock offset, our BER is almost the same at any 
offset. The key factor to provide high performance of 
synchronization is that our DFS can be controlled by matched 
filter base on the error-tracking loop theorem. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The key design of high clock-offset tolerance DSSS 

synchronization is error-tracking loop with DFS. DFS is 
combined with matched filter and clock recovery to form the 
error-tracking loop and then it controls ADC sampling rate to 
reduce clock offset. The dynamic ADC sampling 
methodology based on error-tracking loop is robust to reduce 
clock offset, and it will be more and more efficient for 
wireless synchronization. 
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Fig. 3. Architecture of DFS. 



Fig. 4. Floor plain of DFS. 

Table 1. 

The Proposed design 

Approach in [5] 

Approach in [6] 

Tolerant clock offset vs. BER at 44MHz. 
I Tolerant Clock Offset vs. BER I 

1.84 MHz @ 10‘’ 

11.0 KHZ 10-5 

4.4 KHZ @ lo4 
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